
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 12 
Date: 9 Nov 2018 
Time: 1715H 
Venue:  PSA Singapore 
  
Attendees(Sponsor): Boon Chong 
Attendees(Member): Jianan, Xiaohang, Jonathan, Liu Jie 
Absent: Jay, Zhihao  

Agenda 
1. Discussion of handing over to client  
2. Demonstration of final progress and review for any changes 
3. Discussion of documentation write up  
4. Discussion on business case API  
5. Finalization of X factor  

Notes, issues, decisions 
1. Client feedback clustering questions are not related to each other and group            

within same cluster. XH suggested no top cluster and only sub cluster. Team             
discussion on clustering will take place on this Sunday.  

2. Updated the latest API for test case 
3. Category and subcategory should be define in CSV for bootstrap ( bootstrap            

function should be changed)- can have repeated sub category name if in            
different category  

4. Label for chatbot instruction from “User Guide” to “User Instruction” for both            
button and heading 

5. X factor : Troubleshooting takes up the 14 mins instead of purely checking the              
discharge declaration closing time, matter of how we phrase it. - Able to             
articulate what are the steps involved, the whole concept of automating all            
these steps, it is all done through the system 

a. Description of how troubleshooting is done 
i. User will submit that they have problem to update the          

declaration for the container, they ask how come they cannot          
update the container 

ii. The helpdesk have to based on the container number, which          
discharge is coming from , have to check what time the           
discharging is berthing 

iii. Based on the time of the transaction of the client, manually           
calculation is done by the help desk personnel 

6. Accuracy of the chatbot is limited due to needing of paid unsupervised            
training 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1830H. These minutes will be circulated and adopted             
if there are no amendments reported in the next three days.  



Next meeting scheduled on 16 Nov (Friday) at 1700H if needed. 

 

Prepared by Jonathan  

Vetted and edited by Liu Jie 


